
First Grade Word List 
 

the of and rope is 
park that it he was 
on are as with his 
they at this have from 

yellow had shop can hat 
 
an each she if will 
up other then them these 
rich make like tube into 
truck has look more go 
fig number my than fool 
 
send did get come may 
take live wash back give 
most just name good man 
saw help much before line 
corn any same tell boy 
 
came show three small set 
put end well must big 
such went men sister land 
home us try kind hand 
off play spell gun away 
 
house mother still near food 
below last plants father school 
keep trees story saw left 
few next life always those 
both paper got run swim 
 
car miles began grow took 
state once book stop without 
miss eat let girl cut 
soon list family color stand 
fish dog birds room told 
 
door top ship today short 
best smell black waves block  

rock fast hold five spill  

hundred table north map cold  

plan sing fall king town 
 
fire ten fly gave box  



lend became stars front feel 
street class note rest inside 
stay green less base ago 
behind ran boat game bring 
 
dry shape deep yes clear 
yet heat full hot am 

rule six size ball fine 
bill felt test moon paint 
mink rain eggs train wish 
 
drop window sit summer wall 
forest legs sat winter wide 
kept brother store job pretty 
happy beside sky glass west 
hen months soft held teacher 
 
drive cross speak ice sleep 
jumped snow ride hill care 
floor baby tall bed free 
hope spring case lake tiny 
gold milk lot stone speed 
 
count cat smiled trip dress 
row catch gas foot ears  

grass grew skin key brown 
cool lost bad save east 
pay stick seeds bank wire 
 
clean bit child cost maybe 
hit lady art cook bones 
fit mine safe flat seven 
string wings spot fun thin 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Second Grade Word List 
words what when said how  

about death out many her 
could people first water been 
called who oil now long 



down part over sound only 
 
little work place years very 
after things cows sentence think 
means following want also around 
form does another large even 
because turned why asked different 
 
move again change animals point 
page letters answer found study 
learn should word wife every 
between own country started city 
earth thought head under fresh 
 
along gas something seemed hard 
open example beginning together group 
important until children walked white 
river carry second later idea 
watch really almost above sometimes 
 
mountains young talk song being 
leave body music questions mark 
problem since ever friends easy 
order sure become across during 
better however happened measure remember 
 
early reached listen space covered 
himself win vowel true against 
numeral slowly money farm pulled 
draw voice cried notice mouse 
ground field travel done half 
 
finally correct quickly person seat 
minutes strong verb inches decided 
building ocean nothing carefully wheels 
known stood round understand warm 

explain language power cannot able 
circle built matter square perhaps 
circle built matter square perhaps 
suddenly farmers ready anything return 
believe dance members picked simple 
exercise heart written reason arms 
race beautiful store unit finished 
 



gone instruments third clothes describe 
either outside everything already copy 
laughed quite themselves bright everyone 
lake age scale broken quiet 
act gap middle someone rolled 
 
wonder fraction killed bottom fight 
surprise several fingers shouted burning 
joined law trouble cloud touch 
mouth equal yourself report woman 
coast visit garden strange caught 
 
captain serve uncle hunting contain 
students feeling corner electric insects 
crops tone addition belong guess 
trade rather crowd poem enjoy 
empty interesting famous exciting branches 
 
thick blood loud suggested fruit 
chief dollars stream planets science 
lifted army shoulder spread cattle 
sharp radio printed ahead chance 
triangle repeated western church agreed 
 
opposite wrong chart shoes dead 
sugar huge death fear allow 

workers bought march northern create 
difficult match evening nor cotton 
tools arrived sir underline view  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Third Grade Word List 
distant animal cave boil pure 
sparrow noise mixture used people 
streak tingle effort ground hogs 
liberty blurry thread trip blame 
seashore happen disobey stream outside 
 
country lace view honor scream  
list ready decay world factory  
sung skip bits pocket  steamboat  
playmate certain card anything listen 



supper asleep thumb leather leaves 
 
pipe such table quietly makes 
rake pebble auto cuff next 
harness awake cavity voice race 
scar north across yourself tried 
spent second short cramp riding 
 
campus asked another study lots 
care sugar these twenty figure 
calm hill sleeve note washed 
twelve nourish window bodies sending 
candy arrange knife between fierce 
 
wishing feeling sleeping sketch blast 
season babies poem sure broke 
caught law pardon bottle  lake 
teacher frown dream balcony birthday 
pond curl  finish polite bluebird 
 
comes reading  plan uneasy steam 
straw bunch became nice  towards 
arrest thieves sickle trumpet buying 
valid being youth walking sliding 
vault allow yield bend silk 
 
tiptoe advance bomb union plastic 
buckle brought breakfast battle walnut 
takes curfew whirl part gather 
stands visitor built ballroom nails 
recycle valentine thinking cried touch 
 
test dirty usually buzz vapor 
deal doctor gander above gravel 
though unveil contest willing position 
result spasm bolt tame pickle 
wool navy beads powder telling 
 
virtue upon  sheet broom women 
taking oven phone rear pulpit 
tower goes neat squint padlock 
afternoon chief melt still ties 
radish shaking trying smoke merely 
 
stretch soil bathrobe held began 
works pillow spruce begin victory  
awhile helping twist picked golden 
believed thin draw bigger month 
million onion glory owner foggy 
plays candle fourteen rule barely 
planted barked biggest wrong spool 
story given malt sometime bucket 
circus quick garden theme arrive

 
belong ask stopped chicken rich 
shrill south pulling carry field 
either antlers fruit almost never 
quickly ill peaches blackboard evening 



coffee comb soup different celery 
 
paper fifteen bureau started uncle 
lounge moving raw smoking closed 
porch worked cracker cucumber watch 
thought stick cotton truth whistle 
birch goat smart anyhow woven 
 
tenth stone staple twin called 
sacrifice grant looked keep print 
beside passing rate spending babble 
tuck cooler worm tooth cinders 
adding sauce  sting shed climb 
 
pound whenever city saying crawl 
gift chin paved leagues jar 
hate class wherever grand join 
change cousin cared sound spoil 
places visit peep spray cooked 
 
cheese stampede kick taken nearly 
bug shade tank curve cloud 
daytime post date crutch daddy 
drank snowball dried drove added 
chop blank fort junk making 
 
stopping icy dress pulled dollar  
bull tight judge lump fool 
danger stuck grin else bush 
drinking speed digging dropping snake 
robin girl push heat save 
 
wake feel stamp fixed prune 
feeding vote picking deck shut 
finding blush dull farmer offer 
fixing times skin robber kneel 
blood fight boss tone rent 
 
silver quilt itself price fishing 
watermelon discovering quarterback gun slide 
rotate scribble  wrist hook bench 
felt enemies interest neighbor pointed 
fancy path factory skiing remember 
 
brick darling front tomato journey 
bicycle crop soda open exciting 
squirrel mustard towel sprained chocolate 
highway lettuce poison sprinkle sandwich 
frightened disappear radio beautiful eagle 
 
 

Fourth Grade Word List 
grip amount business ceramics phonics 
task rainfall fasten foolish dealing 
basement wreck slipped coach crease 
contrary insult decide sport wonder 
crib backed worship ocean limb 
 



ashes animals royal custom arrived 
wire promise thousand husband several 
grape faith seldom bulbs jelly 
hero amuse equally blossom enemy 
really globe answered fond file 
 
mold angel holiday curious slipper 
crumb gain banana cabin toast 
eagle towel human nation neither 
drift yeast blaze roast trunk 
latch guide biscuit beaver receive 
 
earth leaving appearance butterfly icicle 
queen entrance grandchild moment creep 
bless screen boats leap noisy 
spied plank joyful fern learn 
dimly upper bias spoke respect 
 
branch familiar sigh companion narrow 
handle rising  beef  mischief choke 
savage slowly measles minister giraffe 
laundry diamond disgrace stool rattle 
concert crayon mention shovel stingy 
 
elephant squeeze range bouquet sailing 
marble stiff absent railroad mumps 
quicker horrid shape tiger squaw 
rinse message public puzzle scold 
scholar wedge clown private lawyer 
 
actor cough closing perch pavement 
area scream purple canary toss 
accident useless throat sadly famous 
funeral example cities bundle thimble 
appendix copper crossing booth calves 
 
spear duty coward district oblong 
cruelty worth president split wage 
forehead section saddle dagger crash 
gallery folks camping cleaned buzzard 
shallow completion caring nonsense circle 
 
verse janitor type driving napkin 
enter market sneeze beside parrot 
dishes falsely crazy difference hustle 
source rocky quarrel inform  share 
dandelion wrestle display needlessly sir 
 
drug namesake paddle police scrap 
square officer cupboard wasteful melody 
vessel ordered control stirrup eraser 
unbelief eaten couple eighteen auction 
vacation disguise survive plywood locality 
 
overalls artist goalie wafers vest 
trolley edge disturb clerk uproar 
earliest arbor yielding poetry force 
taste squeak cheerful dozen dreamer 



delay anvil vanity temple chimney 
 
underneath baboon proof kind feeble 
national valuable disagree family fried 
during frozen salute useful search 
strength fountain carried question gratitude 
flock marking hammer  empty handkerchief 
 
perfume wanting snatch herself chestnut 
state thirsty fuss deed handled 
divide twins smooth grandmother crude 
lard dare seventh harmony playground 
carpet brace  grind usable grounds 
 
claim busy reached flood gown 
cherry gloves garage spelling bluff 
choice yourselves health blade hotel 
maple dancing daughter picnic figures 
divisor breathe whisper gravy guess  
 
extra enough glasses following hatchet 
cone grandfather bookcase grab damp 
crack clap harder drew ditch 
coast turkey driven  himself  horseback 
carriage highest beggar answering covered 
 
alarm bedroom iceberg attach airplane 
filed holding cloak goose small 
false fought errand hurry barrel 
slick anybody baseball hickory balloon 
evil stay apron stories handful 
 
center imagine silly engine majority 
badly below chasing countries lilies 
machine company ironing instead beauty 
jewels willingly squirrel sailor trot 
lively ivory halves jest serve 
 
itch glory hood mailing idea 
building lamps island breeze understand 
howl retire dean request twig 
truly strike prove bang rather 
variety swam loving amazement remain 
 
shirt space pinch dates lumber 
loose worse reconcile license  arrangement 
institution cylinder listened remember eclipse 
premium disability geometry region monkey 
bonnet smiling inches young reply 
 
rates oldest mixed brand tape 
master mountain whatever thankful parents 
pancake sweeps charges worker crush 
remove numeral hexagon horizontal centimeter 
intersect column diameter calendar storage 
 


